We help to ensure the proper handling of information.

Social Media & Phishing Security Awareness Training

- **Phishing attacks explained**
  Details, examples and phishing distinctive elements. Delivered standalone or through a phishing simulation.

- **360 degrees coverage**
  Through department specific sessions, everybody in the organization is considered in the campaign.

- **Organization specific**
  Delivered content is industry specific and in accordance with internal Security Policy.

- **Intuitive and clean content**
  Multimedia content presented in an attractive manner - balanced pedagogy / usability features.
Why Social Media & Phishing Security Awareness Training

Training employees is a key element for maintaining a clean and safe cyber environment. Our employees need to understand the value of information as well as their roles in keeping it safe.

SMP-SAT Training Content

- Data Protection
- Social Media
- Using Social Media
- Social Engineering
- Deceive the Social Engineer
- Privacy and Social Media
- Risks of Being Online
- Security and Family
- Wifi Security
- What is Phishing
- Phishing Messages
- Recognizing Phishing
- Distinctive Elements
- Don’t Click on Unfamiliar Links
- Phishing - Message Examples
- Visa Email Phishing Scam
- Facebook Phishing Scam
- Monster - File Download
- NatWest Phishing Scam
- Targeted Information
- Spear Phishing
- Phishing over Phone
- SMS Phishing
- Think Before You Click

To identify what kind of security breaches could occur as a result of human negligence, social engineering experiments can be conducted to test the employees’ ability to handle real attacks. Mindsett Consultancy Team can propose you different simulated attacks tailored to your security department concerns.